The Lévy walk process for the lower interval of the time of flight distribution (α < 1) and with finite resting time between consecutive flights is discussed. The motion is restricted to a region bounded by two absorbing barriers and the escape process is analysed. By means of a Poisson equation, the total density, which includes both flying and resting phase, is derived and the first passage time properties determined: the mean first passage time appears proportional to the barrier position; moreover, the dependence of that quantity on α is established. Two limits emerge from the model: of short waiting time, that corresponds to Lévy walks without rests, and long waiting time which exhibits properties of a Lévy flights model. The similar quantities are derived for the case of a position-dependent waiting time. Then the mean first passage time rises with barrier position faster than for Lévy flights model. The analytical results are compared with Monte Carlo trajectory simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Lévy walk model lets a walker move with a finite velocity, in contrast to a Lévy flights model when displacements are instantaneous [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The parameter α in a time of flight distribution τ −1−α singles out two qualitatively different processes: when 0 < α < 1 and 1 < α < 2. In the first case, the mean time of flight diverges resulting in a ballistic diffusion: the mean-squared displacement rises with time as t 2 . Processes characterised by α from the lower interval are discussed in context of such phenomena as some properties of nanocristals [6] and blinking quantum dots [7] . The Lévy walk model usually assumes that a new jump takes place immediately after the termination of the previous one. However, it is natural to expect that the walker may rest between consecutive jumps and then a finite waiting time has to be included in the model [8] [9] [10] . Though this version of the Lévy walk model is highly realistic, it is rarely discussed. If walker moves in a nonhomogeneous environment the distribution of the waiting time may be position-dependent [11, 12] .
The aim of this paper is to study one-dimensional ballistic Lévy walks (α < 1), restricted to a finite interval by two absorbing barriers. The quantities that characterise the escape from a bounded domain are often discussed and applied in many physical problems [13] . One asks about a time required to reach the barrier for the first time (a first passage time) and its mean T (MFPT) which, if exists, provides a simple estimation of the escape rate. The properties of the escape process change after substituting instantaneous jumps by walks with a finite velocity which effect is especially pronounced if α < 1: the numerical analysis [14] , performed for the Lévy walks without rests, demonstrates, in particular, that MFPT scales with the barrier position as L while for the Lévy flights T ∝ L α holds [14, 15] . In this paper, we derive expressions for the first passage time characteristics taking into account a finite and random waiting time between consecutive displacements. In Section II, we define the Lévy walk process with rests in the pres-ence of the absorbing barriers. The density distribution describing that process is derived and the first passage time statistics deduced in Section III. The problem is generalised to the case of a position-dependent waiting time in Section IV.
II. DEFINITION OF THE PROCESS
The Lévy walk trajectory consists of a sequence of displacements when the walker moves with a constant velocity v. Before the next jump, a new direction is chosen: walker may depart to the left or to the right with the same probability. The time of a single flight, τ , is a random variable determined by a density distribution ψ(τ ) which is one-sided and has the asymptotics τ −1−α , where 0 < α < 1. That power-law tail corresponds to the Laplace transform,
where c 1 = const. More precisely, we assume the following form of ψ(τ ):
where ǫ = const. Taking the Laplace transform from Eq.
(2) and comparing the result with Eq.(1) yields c 1 ,
where we applied the expansion of an incomplete Gamma function, Γ(a, b) = Γ(a) − b a /a + b a+1 /(a + 1) + . . . [16] .
Since the walk-size ξ is determined by τ , both quantities are coupled in the jump density distribution:
After walker terminates its jump, and before the next direction and new time τ are sampled, it remains at rest. The resting time is a random quantity and follows from the exponential distribution with a rate ν, then the mean waiting time is 1/ν. Both phases of the motion, namely of particles in flight and in rest, are quantified by two density distributions: p v (x, t) and p r (x, t), respectively. The total density, p(x, t) = p r (x, t) + p v (x, t), is normalised to unity but the contribution of individual phases to the total probability may change with time: for α < 1, p r (x, t) decays and the flying phase prevails at long time. The time evolution of density of resting particles is governed by a master equation [11] ,
and p v (x, t) is given by the integral,
We assume that the motion is restricted to the interval (−L, L) by introducing absorbing barriers at ±L which means boundary conditions, p(±L, t) = 0.
The first passage time density distribution is defined as a probability that the time needed to reach the barrier for the first time lies within the interval (t, t + dt) [13] . The survival probability, namely the probability that the particle never reached those barriers up to time t, is given by
The first passage time density distribution reflects the change of the survival probability with time,
and MFPT is given by the integral,
III. FRACTIONAL EQUATIONS AND MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIME
To analyse the first passage time characteristics we need an equation for the total density p(x, t) which satisfies the boundary conditions (7) . We start from (5) taking the Fourier and Laplace transforms and keeping the lowest terms in the expansion in powers of k and s. There are a few possibilities of passing to the limits {k, s} → {0, 0} and the order of taking those limits may influence final density distributions and fluctuations [17] . In this section, we first assume a given (small) value of k and next take the limit s → 0. The other order of taking the limits, namely first taking s → 0, one can follow the behaviour of the density close to the origin [4] . However, this procedure does not lead to a diffusion equation and a mean square displacement cannot be determined. Then the equation for p r (x, t) reads [12] , (11) where B = α(1−α)/2 and P 0 (x) stands for an initial condition. The expression determining the density of particles in flight follows from Eq.(6); the application of the Laplace transform yields,
which is a fractional equation [18] and involves a fractional Riemann-Liouville integral defined as [19] ,
where β > 0. Note that the superscript in the above operator is negative which differentiates the above definition from a fractional differential operator. We apply a property that δ ′ (x) is an odd function to evaluate the time derivative from p v (x, t), using Eq. (6).
Passing to the limit of small s yields a Poisson equation,
for an unknown function 0 D α−2 t p r (x, t) where lhs is regarded as a source. We will solve this equation with given initial and boundary conditions and then the time evolution of the total density p(x, t) can be determined from the expression,
which results from the combining (11) with (16) . Eq.(16) will be solved by a variable separation and evaluating eigenfunctions corresponding to both variables. The expansion of the densities reads,
and
In this way, from Eq.(16) we will obtain an equation that determine the eigenfunctions corresponding to position and that for the expression 0 D α−2 t p r (x, t). Inserting (18) and (19) into (16) yields for each n,
The separation of variables produces an equation that determine the eigenfunctions X n (x),
and also X 
n (x) = X n (x) and, for the version (a), Eq.(16) yields,
The intensities of both phases of the motion, φ r (t) = p r (x, t)dx and φ v (t) = p v (x, t)dx, are related via Eq.(5) and Eq.(15); the integration over x of the convolutions in those equations yields,
which, after inserting into Eq. (22), produces the equation,
where φ n = − X n (x)dx. Finally, we insert Eq.(22) into the above equation and, since it has to be satisfied for any choice of the basis functions X n (x), we obtain for any n,
The version (b) does not apply since it leads to unphysical results. Indeed, the counterpart of Eq.
and then λ n0 D α−2 t T n (t) = 0 which, according to Eq. (17), would mean a stationary state. Therefore, we continue with the version (a).
We solve Eq. (21) with the boundary conditions (7) . They imply X n (−L) = X n (L) = 0 yielding the solution in the form,
where the eigenvalues λ n = π 2 n 2 /4L 2 (n = 1, 3, 5, . . . ). Inserting these eigenvalues into Eq.(25) and solving the equation yields,
and the solution of Eq. (20) is
To evaluate the total density p(x, t), we sum the above result over n and insert into Eq. (17),
where the new coefficients a ′ 2n+1 and b ′ 2n+1 can be determined from the following conditions: p(x, ∞) = 0, which implies b ′ 2n+1 = 0, and the initial condition p(x, 0) = δ(x), which, after taking into account the orthonormal- On the other hand, the density distributions can be obtained from numerical simulation of individual trajectories. In those calculations, we sample the waiting time from the exponential distribution with the rate ν and the time of flight from the power-law distribution, according to Eq.(2). Fig.1 presents a time evolution of the density distribution for both phases of the motion. If time is shorter than the time needed to reach the barrier (t < L/v), for p v (x, t) we observe (beside remnants of the decaying initial distribution) peaks at x = ±t; those peaks are the solution of the wave equation (cf. Eq.(26) in [12] ). When time exceeds the value L/v peaks are absorbed, the wave equation no longer governs the distribution and p v (x, t) becomes flat.
The survival probability follows from a direct integration of p(x, t) over x,
and we conclude from Eq.(32) that the decay pattern at large time is exponential. The differentiation of S(t) and summation of the series yields the first passage time density,
while the integration of S(t) yields MFPT, where G = 0.916 . . . is a Catalan constant [16] . The above result is compared with numerical calculations in Fig.2 , where the dependence T ∝ L is illustrated, and in Fig.3 for the dependence T (α). For ν = 1 and the range of L taken into account in Fig.3 , the results of the simulations do not agree with Eq.(34) at large α while we observe a good agreement for the entire interval α ∈ (0, 1) in the limit ν → ∞. This limit corresponds to the Lévy walk process without rests for which the relation T ∝ L is well-known [14] . On the other hand, the limit ν → 0 means a long waiting time compared to a mean time walker needs to arrive at the barrier and this case corresponds to the Lévy flight process. Indeed, Fig.2 shows that then one observes the scaling T ∝ L α [15] . The relation T ∝ L still holds for small ν but at larger values of L.
IV. POSITION-DEPENDENT WAITING TIME
The process described by Eq. (5) and (6) can be generalised to the case of the walker moving in a nonhomogeneous medium. The medium structure may influence, in particular, the waiting time distribution and we take into account this effect by making the rate ν positiondependent: ν = ν(x). However, the representation of the master equation in terms of such a direct generalisation of the fractional equation (11) may not be valid. In particular, a strong decline of ν(x) so influences the relative importance of terms in the expansion of the master equation that it requires a qualitatively different approach and results in a different kind of the differential equation [12] . That effect becomes clear when we assume ν(x) in a power-law form,
and the parameter θ serves as a measure of the medium structure nonhomogeneity. The constant ν 0 was introduced for dimensional reasons; in the following, we set ν 0 = 1. The form (35) of the waiting time spatial variability is natural, in particular, if the environment has a selfsimilar structure and was applied to describe fractals [20] . If θ > θ th = 1 − α, we observe a dominance of the resting phase over the flying phase, in contrast to the case considered in Section III. Then the limits s → 0 and k → 0 must be taken simultaneously in such a way that s/k remains constant which leads to a different mathematical description: the diffusion equation determines the density distribution, instead of the wave equation.
Applying the above considerations to the walk in the bounded domain, one has to distinguish two forms of nonhomogeneity. The first form, that corresponds to θ < θ th and comprises both positive and negative θ, we call 'weak nonhomogeneity'. This case is similar to the case discussed in the previous Section for the constant ν (θ = 0): the approximations leading to the Poisson equation (16) are valid and the flying phase prevails; consequently, MFPT is governed by Eq.(34). Fig.2 and 3 demonstrate that the numerically evaluated dependence of T on both L and α for a negative value of θ coincides with the results for ν = const.
The 'strong nonhomogeneity' case (θ > θ th ) is characterised by a decreasing of the flying phase with time in the form of a power-law relaxation [12] which means that after a long time-evolution particles predominantly stay in traps. If one introduces the absorbing barrier at a large distance from the initial point, the intensity of flying phase becomes very small before any particle reaches the barrier. Therefore, the escape process, MFPT in particular, is completely determined by p r (x, t). The process for large θ and distant barriers resembles the Lévy flight since then the time spent by particle in traps strongly overbalances the time of flight: in the time scale imposed by the waiting time, the particle that leaves a trap almost instantaneously emerges at the barrier.
Since for the fast diminishing ν(x) Eq.(11) is no longer valid [12] , our starting point is a generalisation of Eq.(12), where no specific form of ν(x) is assumed. A similar procedure as in the preceded Section yields the Poisson equation,
that determines the quantity 0 D α−2 t ν(x)p r (x, t). Using the expansion (18) and the already evaluated eigenfunctions, one can express the operator in Eq.(37) in the form,
The coefficients a n and b n can be determined from conditions that we impose on p v (x, t): p v (x, 0) = p v (x, ∞) = 0; this yields a n = −2/Cπ(2n + 1) and b n = 0. We derive the density p r (x, t) from Eq.(38) in two steps: first, we take the Laplace transform,
and then, after multiplication by s 1−α , invert the resulting expression. The final form of the density reads,
where we used the relation 0 D −α t exp(0) = 0 [21] . To obtain the survival probability in a closed form, we have to assume a specific dependence ν(x); in the following, we assume Eq.(35). Then the integration of (40) over x yields the survival probability,
where the leading term resolves itself to a Mellin-Ross function and then has the exponential asymptotics [22, 23] . Fig.4 presents the numerically evaluated first passage time distribution p F P (t) (which is the derivative of S(t)) for a few values of θ. We observe that if θ is large the exponential asymptotics is only present for very large values of t while for smaller time a power-law segment emerges. The cases of constant ν and weak nonhomogeneity are also shown for comparison, the curves are similar and assume the exponential form (cf. Eq.(33)).
To evaluate MFPT we have to take the integral from the Mellin-Ross function,
). After approximating this function by an exponential, the final result reads,
In order to obtain a simpler and more transparent expression for T we estimate the integral from a mean value theorem (details are presented in Appendix) which procedure yields,
A striking difference compared to the case of constant ν is the dependence T (L): T rises faster than linear with L and growth is stronger than for Lévy flights. Fig.2 illustrates this result and compares Eq.(43) with the numerical calculations while the dependence T (α) is presented in Fig.5 .
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the Lévy walk with random waiting times between displacements and derived time characteristics of the escape process from a domain bounded by two absorbing barriers. The combined density distribution for flights and rests, satisfying boundary conditions at barrier positions ±L, has been evaluated by using solution of the Poisson equation; this equation determines a fractional operator from which the density evolution is derived. The simple expression for MFPT has been obtained and dependences on L and α established. That result predicts, in particular, the proportionality of MFPT to L which dependence is well-known from numerical analyses of the problem without rests. The mean waiting time 1/ν, that enters the model as a parameter, establishes the relative duration of resting and moving. Therefore, the model incorporates both the case of Lévy walks process without rests (large ν) and the limit ν → 0 when the time of flight needed to reach the barrier becomes negligible compared to the resting time. This case reveals features typical for Lévy flights, in particular, the dependence M F P T ∝ L α . Another property of the Lévy flights process, which can be observed when taking the limit ν → 0 in Lévy walks, is the validity of a Sparre-Andersen theorem. This theorem refers to escape from a domain which is open at one side and states that the first passage time distribution, p F P (t), should behave like t −3/2 for any Markovian process [24] . The numerical calculations reveal a power-law form of p F P (t) with slope rising with decreasing ν; the form required by the Sparre-Andersen theorem is reached for ν = 10 −4 which is demonstrated at Fig.4 . On the other hand, taking into account the finite waiting time also allowed us (since Eq.(34) does not depend on ν) to analytically solve the first passage time problem for the case without rests which result had been unknown, to the best of our knowledge.
The procedure has to be modified if one introduces a position dependence into the waiting time distribution which dependence is natural if the medium possesses a structure. For ν(x) falling sufficiently fast, the Poisson equation has been applied to derive the resting phase density since just this quantity determines the first passage time characteristics while the density of the flight phase dwindles with L. Then MFPT rises faster than linearly with L and even faster than for the Lévy flights process.
APPENDIX
In the Appendix, we estimate the integral in Eq.(42). The mean value theorem states that there exists such c that,
where f (x) is a continuous function determined on a closed set A and g(x) is an integrable and nonnegative function. Let f (x) = cos x and g(x) = |x| θ . Then for any even n we have f (c) ∈ (0, 1) while for any odd n f (c) ∈ (−1, 0). Estimation of the integral for even n by the upper bound and for odd n by the lower bound yields (2n+1)π/2 0 x θ cos xdx ∼ (−1) n (2n+1)π/2 0 x θ dx and after evaluation of this integral we obtain the required estimation.
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